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ABSTRACT
Globalization Era is characterized by the borderless between countries which the
information, invest and capital flow is very fast. In the context of free trade, high
efficiency which is supported by an adequate information system, become a basic need
for wining the competition. Indonesia is one player in the world economy, such condition
will be a cause of unsteady risk in all of kind of investation. On the other hand, the
performance of economy of the farmer of Indonesian is strengthen by the economy
reformation. Risk management by participate in the future trading become one the
alterative solution. Such a trading forms a real, logic and transparent price because the
transaction is performed by open out cry and it could be used as a tool for replacing the
price fluctuation. The position in the physic market. Participating in the future trading,
farmer, producer and the agricultural player in the first stage be able to increase the
bargaining  position at the logic level.
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